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Anton Kraly has been selling online since 2007. He runs dropshiplifestyle.com where he 
teaches others how to sell online and I caught up with Anton after various requests from 
Side Hustle Nation readers to look into the topic of drop shipping in more detail. 

What Is Drop Shipping? 

http://www.sidehustlenation.com/anton
https://www.dropshiplifestyle.com/


Drop shipping from the seller’s perspective is setting up a virtual storefront and selling 
products to online customers. The products are fulfilled by the manufacturers or 
distributors of the products, so the site owner doesn’t have to handle any inventory or 
shipping. 

The main benefits of drop shipping are: 

 Low start-up costs and investments. 

 Large amount of products to choose from. 

 No physical storage space needed. 

 Ability to scale up quickly. 

What's the First Step to Setting up a Drop Shipping Business? 

The very first step to setting up a drop shipping business is to find a product to sell or 
choose a niche to sell in. Anton got his start selling cookies. He was selling cookies 
offline and soon realized there was a lot less running around and more opportunity to 
scale up the business by going online, so cookies were his first product. 

To find ideas, you can look around your home or ask friends and family what they buy 
online. From experience, Anton recommends picking more expensive products as there 
is no more work involved, and there are higher profit margins.  

To give you an idea of where to start on price, the lowest price-point Anton sells at is 
around $200, with the average product price being around $1,000. 

Higher ticket items will sell less often too, which is much more beneficial if you’re 
starting an eCommerce store as a side hustle and don’t have much time to deal with 
customer queries and site maintenance.  

$2,000 is the highest ticket price Anton recommends. Over $2,000 and you start getting 
different types of customers, they may want to call you in person and ask questions 
before spending that much cash so to keep the hassle to a minimum sell products that 
are between $200 - $2,000 in price. 

The next Step: Finding Suppliers for the Products You're Selling 

Once you have an idea of the niche or the products you want to sell, you need a 
supplier. Anton doesn’t recommend Googling drop shipping suppliers and picking one of 
the top results. In his experience, a lot of these companies are making some 
outrageous claims on how much money you can make with them and they want you to 
sign up for a monthly fee. 

Doba.com is one such example that Anton doesn’t recommend using. They make their 
money from charging monthly subscriptions and, in Anton’s experience, don’t work out 
well. The best way to secure a good supplier and establish a good relationship is to call 
them direct and give them a good pitch as to why your site would benefit their brand and 
sell some of their products. 

https://www.doba.com/


Another point Anton raises is that you want to sell items for mid-sized brands that 
enforce pricing control. Pricing control means you are selling their products at a set 
price. This creates a level playing field for all retailers, ensures you are making a good 
worthwhile markup, and also that you will not be undercut by competing stores. 

When you sign an agreement with a supplier you will be given three prices: 

1. Wholesale Price – The price you pay for the product 
2. MAP (Minimum Advertised Price) – The lowest price you can sell the product for 
3. MSRP (Manufacturer’s Recommended Retail Price) – A recommended retail 

price 

You will also agree not to sell on certain websites such as Amazon and eBay in most 
instances. Always read the contracts and make sure you’re aware of where you can and 
cannot sell their products. 

Setting up Your Online Store 

Anton sets up an online store for a product before he has secured a relationship with 
the supplier. This gives suppliers a chance to look around the site and see he’s running 
a professional looking site to build some trust. As soon as you get the go-ahead from a 
supplier you can take out stock photos and mock descriptions and put in all the real 
products. 

Anton uses the Shopify platform to host his stores. Shopify makes running an online 
store easy. You choose a theme, the shopping cart and software is already in place, 
and you can be ready to launch a site in hours. Shopify costs around $30 a month after 
a 14 day free trial.  

Driving Traffic to Your Site and How to Secure Sales over Big Sites Like Amazon 

With large ecommerce sites like Amazon dominating the search results you’re probably 
wondering how to beat them to sales. There is one major distinction Anton points out, 
by running a niche specific store you can tailor the experience to your customer. 

By this he means, if your visitor is looking for a tent, for example, you can create a much 
more interesting and informative sales page, give a more detailed description, and even 
attach an offer of a free item to the purchase. These are all things that don’t often come 
with a purchase on Amazon, and will leave your customer feeling like they’ve gained 
more value. 

The majority of Anton’s traffic and the highest converting traffic comes through Google 
shopping ads (Product Listing Ads). He also uses retargeting through AdWords and 
Facebook ads, so visitors who didn’t complete a purchase can be reminded and Anton 
captures more sales this way. 

How to Avoid Some of the Customer Service Headaches 

http://www.sidehustlenation.com/shopify


Anton has worked with hundreds of suppliers over the years and has learned a couple 
of lessons from experience. 

One – If suppliers are being unresponsive and difficult, cut ties with them sooner rather 
than later. Even if you’re making sales, you will end up with problems from customers 
mounting up. 

Two – Unless you enjoy customer service and enjoy this part of the business, outsource 
it. You can outsource customer service at a cost-effective price and alleviate a huge 
potential headache and time-drain.  

Anton’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

‘’Don’t try to sell cheap items, start big.” 

More Info: 

 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/anton 

 http://www.dropshiplifestyle.com/ 

Until next time! 

-Nick 
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